2002 saturn starter

The Saturn has had several reports and at least one recall on the vehicles concerning starter
solenoid problems. The starter solenoid is attached to the starter, and allows current to flow
into the starter when the ignition switch is engaged. Once the ignition switch is engaged,
voltage is sent to the starter solenoid, which closes contacts and continues the flow of current
to the starter motor, which engages the engine of the Saturn. Many problems can occur when
this process is begun in the starter solenoid. The Saturn SL2 has had a recall for problems with
the starter solenoid because of the voltage cable from the battery. In this case, the terminal on
the end of the positive battery cable that runs and connects to the starter solenoid is defective.
This defect of the terminal causes the starter solenoid to short-circuit or short out, which
prevents voltage from engaging the contacts of the starter solenoid. When the contacts of the
starter solenoid do not close, the starter motor does not turn over, which prevents the engine
from engaging or starting. The terminal end of the battery cable needs to be replaced by the
dealership to correct this starter solenoid problem. According to complaint reports from car
review websites concerning the Saturn, the starter solenoid can come loose from the mounting
bracket, which causes the contacts to not make a connection. The starter solenoid is mounted
with a bolt on the outside of the starter motor, and the bolt is sometimes not tightened to torque
specification, which causes the stater solenoid to come loose. When the starter solenoid comes
loose, the distance between the contact points inside the starter solenoid grows larger,
preventing the contacts from making a connection when closed. The bolt needs to be tightened
in order for this problem in the Saturn to be corrected. The Saturn automobile has had a
problem with the starter solenoid burning out because too much voltage is sent to the starter
solenoid. In this instance, the battery causes a power surge when the Saturn ignition is
engaged. This power surge or voltage surge creates a burst of current to be sent to the starter
solenoid, causing the contacts to burn and melt. When the contacts in the starter solenoid burn,
the solenoid burns out or damages the starter motor. Most of the time when the starter solenoid
or starter motor is damaged, the Saturn owner can hear a clicking noise when the ignition
switch is engaged. The starter solenoid needs to be replaced and the battery needs to be
inspected to determine if a voltage surge was the cause of the damage to the starter solenoid.
Horacio Garcia has been writing since , beginning his career as the spokesperson for Trinity
Broadcast Network. Within 10 years Garcia was being called upon to write speeches and scripts
for several state and federal congressmen, local broadcast networks and publications such as
"Readers Digest. Starter Solenoid Burns Out The Saturn automobile has had a problem with the
starter solenoid burning out because too much voltage is sent to the starter solenoid. It starts
just fine when its cold out or hasn't been driven for a while but, once the engine is warm, if I
have to make multiple stops in a short period of time running errands after work , the car will
not start. If I let the car sit for min. The car will then start. This happens more often in the
summer than winter. When the car doesn't start, the lights on the dash will still come on but
nothing cranks or it will crank but once I let go of the key the car will stop unless I keep my foot
on the gas pedal. The other issue that I think is related is that every months I have to replace my
ignition key because it's worn down. When I take the key out of the ignition, the key is super
hot. I'm thinking there must be something wrong electrically that's heating up the ignition area
I've taken it to 4 garages already. The car actually died when the last mechanic looked at it and
he told me that the fuel filter was completely clogged and that there was something wrong with
the fuel filter. So, I had those replaced. That was a couple of weeks ago. Yesterday, when I drove
home, parked the car for about 2 hours and came back out, the car didn't start again. Today I
took it to the Saturn dealer one more time. I really can't afford replacing things when they don't
need to be. Well, the car died and they told me it was the starter. I'm just having a hard time
believing this. Would a problem with the starter cause the ignition key to be wearing down?
Could it cause a heat build up of some kind? I'm hoping someone knowledgable can help me. I
truly believe that when some people see a woman coming, it's like a blank check. Thank you for
ANY help you can provide. Hello, For the past year I've had intermittent starting problems with
my car. Do you. Let's start with your starter not turning the engine over when the engine is hot?
If that's true then the most likely cause would be a bad starter of course when this happened i
would make sure the starter was getting power and if it was then bad starter. Now you also said
that even when the starter work's that some time's you have to hold your foot to the floor to
keep it running or it will die. With that concern i would replace your coolant temp sensor it's
probably reading too cold when you have a hot engine and the engine is getting too much fuel.
Those sensor's are only like 10 make sure you get a brass tipped one the plastic tipped one's
crack. Also inspect the connector going to it if it's corroded then replace the connector as well.
The coolant temp sensor screw's into the head i posted a diagram of where it is. Make sure the
engine is cold when changing it and you will loose coolant. Now let's talk about your key getting
worn down every month's are just making a copy of the old worn out key? If so there's your

problem if your just copying the old worn out key the new key is just a worn out key too. What
you need to do if you haven't already done is go to the saturn dealer and have them make you a
fresh key from your factory key code they will punch out a brand new key not a copy of your
worn out one. Now let's talk about your key getting really hot there really isn't anything in your
ignition housing to get hot. You have your ignition switch if that was getting that hot it would
melt or burn out it's housing is made of plastic and you would smell it burning. The only other
electrical thing going to your ignition housing is your pass lock sensor for your security
system. If that was getting that hot your car would only crank and not start and your security
light would be flashing. I have never had that concern of a hot key on the S model saturn. I have
only had it on the L model which on that car there is something attached to the ignition housing
that get's really hot. Now on your fuel filter they get changed every , mile's and by a , mile's
there pretty restricted. There is also your fuel pressure regulator built into the fuel filter so
maybe he was saying that was bad. I hope all this information help's you out i worked for saturn
as a service tech for over 16 years so i know your car inside and out. Let me know what you find
and if you have anymore question's. Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply.
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